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Abstract

The popularity of using social networking sites as an educational tool is increasing every day. Many educators are now trying to integrate these online teaching platforms that were provided by commercial services such as Google, LinkedIn and Facebook into learning environment. On the other side, Learning Management Systems also have great potential that makes learning environment readily available at any time and at any place. The main purpose of this paper is to consider whether social networking sites guaranteed as a formal e-learning platform as an alternative to the institutions' current Learning Management Systems. This report documents the educational value of using social networking sites as a Learning Management System. First part of the paper discusses Learning Management Systems a function of learning tool. Subsequently, this paper provides in-depth discussion of the power of Social Networking System as an educational tool. In the end, this paper concludes with the comparison of SNS and LMS.
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Introduction

E-learning incorporates all educational activities run by learners over the internet via computers or other electronic devices (Naidu, 2006). E-Learning is a way of using technology to deliver the lesson activities. Distance education is the widely used e-learning applications as off campus education application; however, there are many classes that are designed based on the e-learning principles for on-campus instruction. Both in the campus as well as distance education applications have been used Course Management System to accelerate their e-learning applications due to the flexibility of Learning Management Systems (LMS). Szabo and Flesher (2002) defines LMS is the infrastructure that delivers and manages instructional content, identifies and assesses individual and organisational learning goals, tracks the progress towards meeting those goals and collects and presents data for monitoring the learning process of the establishment as a whole. Indeed, many of the universities are administrated LMS, which has become an indispensable part of the most of the traditional courses. Although the many applications of LMS are just limited by the form of Course Management Systems (CMS) which is defined as a group of software tools providing an online environment for course communications (Gremu & Halse, 2012). A CMS typically includes a variety of online tools and environments, such as:

- An area for faculty posting of class materials such as course syllabus and handouts
- An area for student posting of papers and other assignments
- A grade book where faculty can record scores and each student can see his or her grades
- An integrated email tool allowing participants to send announcement email messages to the entire class or to a subset of the total family
- A chat tool allowing synchronous communication among class participants
- A threaded discussion board allowing asynchronous communication among participants by both pupils and teachers to make a special effort.

For many educational settings, the LMS, is the most significant initiative system for teaching and learning. The LMS is the means by which course information is given out to students. It is not unusual for an organization to periodically review its LMS system, especially if it has been in use five years or more.
From an organizational and administrative viewpoint in a large institute, the drive of an LMS is bringing and following training and learning information. While the following is certainly unspectacular, many organizations rely on LMS following to validate the agreement with assurance and supervisory necessities and to confirm that their staffs are meeting a minimum level of training and growth expectations (Meeker, 2011).

LMS enables students to become acquainted with the web-based activities. The importance of LMS in education, particularly using its Web is a well-known fact. A wealth of resources and techniques now exist which serve as a source both for exciting examples of new teaching practices, as well as easily accessible methods for acceptance into various formats of teaching and learning. The primary source of information is given on the internet as the students can replicate and incorporate into new learning activities so they will have the opportunity to keep an uninterrupted path of teaching. LMS has contained many tools such as forums, content, resources, assignment, announcements, messages, discussion groups, and file systems submission. Besides, it provides options for different assessment process, quizzes, tests and exams. In addition to this, LMS tools foster communication with students and parents outside of the classroom. This may include: discussion forums, real-time messaging, video conferencing, E-mail and announcement posts.

With 1.7 billion people using social media globally, social media communication is now undeniably a mainstream activity. Exactly 10 years ago, only a very limited sector was using social media tools to establish a connection on behalf of socialization henceforth these tools are now using by many large masses of different age groups for many purposes. With the rise of in the accessibility of the internet, leads the social media be the one of the fastest spreading cultures. In fact, it has become a new way of communication tool all over the world. Simply to say, social media refers to media used for social networking sites such as Facebook, Friendster, LinkedIn, Live Journal and MySpace are growing extensively and widely (Boyd & Ellison, 2007).

As an effect of the widespread use of social networking sites in all areas, is increasing widespread use in the field of education. Aside from the social purposes, the social media tools are very welcome in the educational area particularly in higher education. Most of the stakeholders in a university environment, integrate these tools in their governance and teaching purposes. All new students get benefited from social media in order to gain new friends and to participate in appropriate special interest group communities. Nowadays, most of the university’s social media marketing departments are using social media tools to create content that draws attention to the university and encourages pupils to enroll the university.

The role of social networking sites in higher education is much diversified. Students get communication with classmates, share files, documents, etc. thru Facebook. Teachers can upload videos, docs on their blogs and wikis. Both teachers and students follow the news, technical innovations, musicians, artists, other friends or each other’s profiles, share thought, knowledge, ideas or media thru Twitter. Students can find an expert in a field they are interested in and they can follow them. Boyd and Ellison (2007) define social networking sites (SNSs) as web-based tools that allow users to develop a public or semi-public profile, electronically communicate with other users with whom they share a connection, and view and comment on their list of communications with other members of the group. For example, Lee and McLaughlin (2010) suggest that online social networks enable learners and instructors to present themselves socially in an online environment and connect with one another while enabling individuals to engage in recurring meaningful experiences with others.

Researchers highly recommend using Social Networking Sites (SNS) alternative to LMS (Jenkins, Clinton, Purushotama, Robinson & Weigel, 2006; Wheeler, Yeomans & Wheeler, 2008). For instance, Chen and Bryer (2012) indicated that if SNS properly facilitated and framed, they can benefit student learning by creating more connections across boundaries and over time. Social networking is a nice form of entertainment, great for meeting people with similar interests and can be effective, business technique for entrepreneurs, authors, actors, musicians or artists. Social networking allows people to form a group into specific groups like rural communities, particularly in the workplaces, universities, and high schools. Within the same logic, when these social networking is actualizing online, websites are used for socialization and called social networking websites. The socialization among these websites includes reading profile pages and containing of the online community members.

This paper explores the extent to which social networking sites that have been used in learning contexts can provide insights into the patterns of learning activities that were provided in Learning Management systems. Specifically, this paper attempts to answer the following question: Can social networking sites replace with LMS?
The Learning Management System has been serving as a learning platform more than 10 years or so in educational institutions, and yet for many, it is now regarded as the core system required for delivering e-learning in an asylum. An LMS is a software application or web-based technology used to design, implement, and assess a specific learning process (Alias and Zainuddin, 2005, p. 28). Typically, a learning management system provides an instructor with a way to create and deliver content, monitor student progress and participation, assess student performance. Students are also benefiting from interactive features such as debates, video conferencing, and discussion forums. Commonly used LMSs such as Moodle (2007), Blackboard (2007), and WebCT (2007) are emphasizing on provision for teachers and administrators in generating, managing, and handling of online courses. LMSs offer a great variation of features which can be included in the courses such as learning material, quizzes, forums, chats, assignments, wikis, and so on. Bailey (1993) presents the following general characteristics for an LMS in education:

- Instructional objectives are tied to individual lessons;
- Lessons are incorporated into the standardized curriculum;
- Courseware extends several grade levels in a consistent manner;
- A management system collects the results of student performance; and
- Lessons are provided based on the individual student's learning progress.

LMSs are a powerful technology that has yet to reach their full potential and are very important for the Information Age paradigm of education. There are some advantages of LMS for students such as: (1) Centralized Learning Environment to Ensure Consistency: LMS makes all types of teaching content, developmental content, and performance content available to individuals 24/7 from any location with web access. Multiple users can access the LMS at any given point in time. (2) Tracking and Reporting for Enhanced Performance: The LMS allows organizational users to view a required learning path, track progress against the learning path, review records of success, and register for additional courses. Employers can offer these courses through various media, including instructor-led training, web-based training, or webinars. (3) Immediate Capabilities Evaluation: The LMS allows users to be evaluated prior to taking a course, while taking part in the course, and upon course completion (David, 2013). Employers can evaluate retention by periodically administering scheduled assessments via the LMS. They can review the records of the results to determine success levels and the actual time taken to complete each course and its component. As such, LMSs have become very successful in technology enhanced learning. One of the functions of an LMS is both carrying and following teaching and memorizing information. While the following is certainly unspectacular, many institutions rely on LMS following to demonstrate compliance with insurance and regulatory requirements and to ensure that their students are meeting a minimum level of instruction and development expectations (Meeker, 2011).

Although the initially designed LMSs were more traditional nature, however nowadays, based on the changing structure of web technologies it has to make a much more useful and user-friendly interface. In fact, how, for what purposes and the followed approach are very important factors, but even more importantly, developers of LMSs decide on how learning can take place in the LMS and build the LMS based on pedagogical strategies. Such pedagogical strategies can be, for example, based on concepts of learning theories such as behaviourism, cognitivism, and constructivism. Another example is that LMSs should emphasize a more learner-centered approach or teacher-centered approach. Each LMS follows some pedagogical strategy regardless of whether developers used it intentionally or not. Similarly, to improve the LMSs functionality, there should be definite roles of LMSs in order to satisfy the end-users. Taylor (2004) proposed that LMS needs to support collaborative learning inside and outside of the school in order to widen the learning environment to the home and further involve parents. Similarly, Dalsgaard (2006) proposed two approaches that new generation LMSs should follow, the first and crucial one is to provide students with an assortment of tools for their self-governed and problem-based activities; to empower students, offering them tools for independent work, reflection, construction and collaboration. Second, the approach suggests facilitating students' engagement in different networks. The current structure of the LMS is facing several challenges while embedding them into educational settings, however, learners, teachers, and other stakeholders are the ones who should work together in order to actualize their full potential (Watson & Watson, 2007).
Rising Power of Social Networking Sites

As a consequence of its widespread use in the last days, the discussions on the use of SNS, a large sector defense that it should be utilized in education and the positive effects obtained from research studies now begin with this staggering level. Social networking (SN) tools are web-based services through which individuals may maintain and develop social ties with people in their personal network in a multifaceted and multisensory environment (Jones & Bronack, 2008).

SN refers to the gathering, representation, processing and dissemination of social information, such as race, sexual orientation and partners, religion, body type, favorite books and movies, relationship statutes and photo albums (Mason, 2008). In 2013 Social Media Guidebook, Möller and Stone (2013) defines the term social media as “the use of web-based and mobile technologies to turn communication into an interactive dialogue”. Social media can be a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of the so-called Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content. Social media is a way to transmit, or share information with a broad audience. Everyone has the opportunity to create and distribute, all the users really need is an internet connection and they are off to the races. On the other hand, social networking is an act of engagement. Groups of people with common interests, or like-minds, associate together on SN. Social networking can be invested in the social media. That is to say, SN is distributing among social media tools. Social Media are tools, and SN is the process of applying those tools. The Internet, social media, and Web 2.0 are becoming vital elements of students’ education due to the learners’ desirability to them. Learners in various ages are cooperating in such web based platforms over study groups, blogs, and wikis. Teachers who want to discourse the same language with the students evidently pay the same attention to these new communication technologies and they try to integrate the SNSs in their teaching activities apart from their personal uses. SN is becoming more and more important in schools—Facebook, Moodle, Second Life, Digg, and other sites are often used by instructors to communicate with students or for out-of-classroom discussions. Teachers are attempting to find ways of how to use social. Based on the recent research studies the social media can:

- Reduce attrition through social support of peers, teachers, education systems and external networks
- Provide opportunities and expertise in social capital building
- Provide opportunities for learners to develop lifelong learning networks and social skills
- Provide tools for creating, locating and tagging learning objects, artifacts and portfolios
- Extend and enhance learner achievement and collaborative learning expertise.
- Create and maintain networks of teachers, administrators, business and professional colleagues and a whole lot more (Vescio, Ross, & Adams, 2008).

Teachers manage lessons with SNSs, as in the course of LMSs lecture notes, communicate these materials the students of any social networking site via, for example, Google+, Facebook or Twitter. In addition, social networking sites for educational purposes can be used in many different ways. Another common example is an application according to a lot of different social networking system and in higher demand for video sharing together, for example to use YouTube, Flicker for the visuals create a group for discussion and activities such as the use of blogs or document for a Google doc for the Google group. Students can further explore topics that they are interested in through online social networking. By making connections with other people who have the same interest, kids can learn and exchange knowledge with others, they may not have had the opportunity to interact with.

Teachers often take advantage of students’ SN abilities to create class blogs, discussion forums, videos, and more. For instance, teachers set up study groups that allow students to collaborate outside of the classroom, create to-do lists, set up meeting times, work on group projects, prepare for tests, and share notes online (Sullivan, 2010). Besides, teachers record students’ Power Point presentations and post them on social networks for students to refer back to as study guides (Su, 2011). In their study, Valetsianos and Navarrette (2012) used SN platform as a medium to teach a graduate-level online course where the results of the study indicate the complexities of implementing social networking technologies in ecological valid environments, highlighting the benefits and multifaceted tensions that may result when adopting such tools in online education.

The website Edmodo.com may be the best example of a safe and secure social network specifically designed by educational support staff for educational purposes (Weber, 2012). In addition, the opinion of SN sites should be used CMSs are becoming increasingly common.
SN sites which are used in the form of CMS in the educational institutions are said to be effective for more powerful and seamless communication between students and teachers. By collaborating with other students and teachers through online social networking, children are able to build stronger school communities.

SNs are extremely effective for facilitating learning, especially by connecting colleagues and enabling informal learning in conjunction with participating in online courses. LMSs and social networks will need to learn from each other to make sure that colleagues can capture the benefits of collaboration and informal learning while still providing the formal documentation necessary to meet compliance and management requirements. For Kimberly and others, social networking sites and web-based services will allow —individuals to: (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system (Kimberly et al., 2008). Instead, users are rapidly adopting new interest-based social networks such as Pinterest, Instagram, Thumb, Foodspotting, and even the very new Fitocracy. The numbers tell the tale around users’ appetites for these new interest-based social networks. Pinterest, the increasingly popular virtual pin board, crossed 10M monthly unique users in the US in January 2012, achieving 8 digits worth of monthly unique faster than any site ever (www.comScore.com). According to Silicon Valley Uber-investor Ron Conway, Pinterest is growing like Facebook 5 years ago.

Is it Social Networking for Learning or Learning with Social Networking?

SNSs soon began to be used in education from the date of commonly used in daily life. So why so fast and widespread social networking sites are have found its place in education. In other words, what features of Web 2.0 has become attractive for use by educators. SNSs bring not only old friends, but also serve as a venue for sharing knowledge and updates in all different subject area or interest. According to Greenhow and Robelia (2009), while proving that SNSs offer more than just social fulfillment or potential job contacts, also have implications for educators, who now have a vast opportunity to support what students are learning on the Web sites. Facilitates open communication, leading to enhanced information discovery and delivery, allows students to discuss ideas, post thoughts, ask questions, and share links, provides an opportunity to widen knowledge context and creates different opportunities for interaction are the most prominent features of SNSs that were emerging from the studies. There are a number of reasons to use social media technologies in learning and teaching settings, including:

- Instructors can create a more student-centered learning environment in their courses.
- Students can create their own content and build their own meaning (constructivist pedagogy).
- Students and instructors can create communities of learning and practice to enhance learning.
- Students and instructors can share content and ideas that lead to more authentic learning contexts.
- Students and instructors can create personal learning environments and networks that contribute to a process of lifelong learning.
- Social media may facilitate critical discussion and analysis, and may facilitate group tasks.

No need to explicitly specify the purpose and the emergence of social networking sites on the use of educational activities, though not continue to become more widespread use of learning-teaching environments (Tian, Yu, Vogel, & Kwok, 2011). However, at the moment one of the most hotly debated issues is the use of social media for education or to support the use of learning will give us more effective results. There are various different opinions on this subject in the literature (Alvarez & Olivera-Smith, 2013; Forkosh-Baruch & Hershkovitz, 2012). There are mainly two ways to use social media tools for educational purpose. One way is to integrate social media tools into the current educational system as a teaching and learning resource to assist the process of curriculum delivery. Now, we can see a gradual merging of those tools with CMS. This is a wise move with the least interruption of exiting the curriculum delivery system. Another way is to use social media as a parallel learning channel to compliment current curriculum delivery, and to extend the learning environment to the real world and to enrich students learning experiences with real life practice. The second way will be more challenging and difficult to implement and manage for current education status quo. For instance, Liu (2010) stated that “Technology should not and will never replace education, but assist educational practice, improve teaching efficiency, and enhance student learning experiences”. Educational networking is the new term that refers use of social networking technologies for educational purposes (Davis, 2008).
It has a working definition of educationally-focused networks which potentially includes functionality like file sharing, communication (chat & discussion forums), information networking technologies (del.icio.us), and social networking technologies (profile, connect) (education.wikia.com). Although these websites are able to create an environment that cannot be duplicated elsewhere for networking students that will not meet face to face and they can be very diverse and expose the students to many new viewpoints, ideas, and opinions that she may not be familiar with. However, there are some obstacles to educational networking such as privacy, intellectual property, student desire, managing learning. Edutainment is the entertainment aspect of social media tools. Multimedia easily uploaded or downloaded and sharing with the help of Social media so this motivates both the educator and learners. Each update of these tools, LMSs and enterprise social networks makes them look more and more alike, as LMSs continue to add social networking features and social networks develop more tracking features. Just waiting to see who gets there first.

Conclusion: System for Management of Learning or Social Networking?

This paper discusses the integration of social media tools in education of students while comparing these tools with the ones commonly used LMSs. Actually, this paper tries to prepare the readers to see the both aspects of these tools that educators are employed in teaching activities. The use of LMSs of higher education institutions has been very extensive since the basic characteristics that they offer makes the organization and distribution of course content in a very simple and useful mode to learners. Since the primary function of the LMSs just delivers lesson content to the students, students are mainly concentrating only on the substance of the lesson topic. At this point, it is very important that the students are being distracted when they do their study because in many research subjects that were conducted with the Facebook users have demonstrated that the usage of social media may cause the student’s attention to shift in different directions most of the cases (Friedman & Friedman, 2011). But that surely does not prove that the LMS has not the functionality or interaction element. On the contrary, most of the LMS such as Moodle has the characteristics of Web 2.0 applications, especially in the most recent versions. Web 2.0 technologies are common features of SNSs and they are completely embedded into these sites. The appeal of Web 2.0 technologies makes the SNS are much trendier in all age groups of the society. These features of the SNSs make more attractive and superior to users over LMSs. Naturally, educators are heading towards to social media tools which are becoming an integral part of students’ daily life in order to create an easier and more efficient learning environments for students. Due to these reasons, many SNS are used as the LMS. In fact, both platforms are making new arrangements and update in order to get closer to each other. It should be noted that the compilation and updates are arranged according to the demands of users. In line with the changing personal tastes of individual users or learners, the SNS and LMS have more similar characteristics to each other. Already, most of the time, users are producing their own solutions to eliminate the missing elements. As a consequence of this, blended learning is increasing and spreading. Many educators prefer to use them by mixing them or completing each other’s missing parts. So where do we go with this? What kind of e-learning platforms are waiting for educators in future? Will there any platforms such that both SNS and LMS can be used together that respond to all needs of users, or one will be the winner and can declare victory in this race?
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